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Release 9.3.1.3 Readme 

This release of Essbase is a full installation available for all supported platforms and is a cumulative 
service pack including defect fixes incorporated in Release 9.3.1.2. You can upgrade directly to this 
release from Release 9.3.1. 

This service pack is coordinated with Essbase Administration Services Release 9.3.1.3, Analytic 
Provider Services Release 9.3.1.2, and Essbase Integration Services Release 9.3.1.3. 

This document includes important, late-breaking information about this release of Oracle’s Hyperion® 
Essbase® – System 9. Review this information thoroughly before installing Essbase. 

This release of Essbase is an English-only release.  
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New Features 

Oracle Essbase Analytics Link for Hyperion Financial Management  

Oracle Essbase Analytics Link for Hyperion Financial Management provides near real-time data 
synchronization between Oracle Hyperion Financial Management and Oracle Essbase, enabling Essbase 
users to view live Financial Management data without having to create and manage extraction and 
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load tasks. Analytics Link off-loads the Financial Management application server by managing all 
reporting requests, freeing resources for financial consolidations. 
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Installation Updates 

The section includes important information about installing this release of Essbase. 

Installing Essbase 

To install Essbase, run the installation programs provided in this release.  

For information on running Essbase installation programs, see the Hyperion Essbase – System 9 
Release 9.3.1 Installation Guide for the platform you are using. 

Teradata V12 Database and TPT 8.2 Support 

Essbase 9.3.1.3 supports Teradata V12.x databases as a data source, using the Teradata 12.0 ODBC 
driver. Teradata ODBC drivers must be obtained separately from Teradata Corporation. 

However, Essbase 9.3.1.3 continues to support Teradata Parallel Transporter (TPT) 8.2, which can be 
used with Teradata V6.x and V5.x databases (with the Teradata 3.06 ODBC driver). Note that Teradata 
does not support TPT 8.2 with Teradata V12.x databases. Consult your Teradata documentation for 
supported configurations.  

TPT 8.2 uses the Teradata 3.06 ODBC driver. In the Oracle Essbase SQL Interface Guide, references to 
the Teradata 3.6 ODBC driver should be ignored. 

For information about the versions of Teradata databases that Essbase supports as data sources, and 
supported Teradata ODBC drivers, see the Hyperion Essbase – System 9 Installation Guide. [7561953] 
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Migration Considerations 

Pre-release 9.3.1 Date-Time Dimensions Need To Be Recreated 

Aggregate storage date-time dimensions created prior to release 9.3.1 are not supported. You can 
delete the date-time dimension from an outline and use the Create Date-Time Dimension wizard to 
recreate it. 
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Known Issues  

The following issues are the noteworthy known issues of this release.  The defect number follows the 
description of the issue. 

HVE. Hyperion Visual Explorer (HVE) is not supported in multi-user environments (such as Citrix 
MetaFrame XP), in which a single installation of an application can be accessed by multiple users. 
Workaround: Use HVE with Hyperion® Smart View for Office, instead of with Essbase Spreadsheet 
Add-in. [6585003] 
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ASO. Compacting ASO outlines using Administration Services or MaxL does not always shrink the 
outline. [6586734] 

Data Export. 64-bit Essbase does not support using the DATAEXPORT calculation script command to 
export data in batch export mode directly into a SQL data source. [6668535, 7259623] 

Spreadsheet Add-in. Retrieving data using Spreadsheet Add-in with Microsoft Excel 2007 may result 
in slow performance. When the Formula Fill option is selected, zooming in on a member (whether 
using mouse actions or menu items) may result in slow retrieval performance and an error message 
indicating that the maximum number of rows has been exceeded. 

When the Retain on Zoom option is selected, zooming out on a member (whether using mouse actions 
or menu items) may result in slow retrieval performance. 

The Formula Fill and Retain on Zoom options are on the Mode tab of the Essbase Options dialog box. 
[6695282, 7019497, 7019501] 

Data extraction. Report Writer does not format reports correctly or consistently. [6752132] 

Data extraction. When using SUPEMPTYROWS in Report Writer, incorrect values are returned for 
members that have a value of zero. [6849106] 

Essbase Startup Scripts on Linux. There is an error in two Essbase startup scripts on Linux 
platforms. These scripts are startmaxl.sh and startesscmd.sh. [6887569] 

Workaround: Modify these scripts by removing the last line in each file. Following is the string that 
should be removed: 

< $1 

Spreadsheet client. Visual Basic scripts run significantly slower in Excel 2007 than in Excel 2003. 
[7035038] 

Spreadsheet Add-in. Exporting reports to Microsoft Excel from Oracle Financial Analyzer (OFA) 
results in a MS VC++ program error when Oracle Essbase Spreadsheet Add-in is installed and 
registered on the same computer as OFA.  

This issue is caused by a conflict between OFA and the ExcelAddin.dll file, which registers the 
following Spreadsheet Add-in files: 

essxleqd.xla 
essexcln.xll 

Workaround: After using ExcelAddin.dll for the initial registration of Spreadsheet Add-in, delete 
the Windows Registry key for Spreadsheet Add-in. 

1. Install the Release 11.1.1.1 Essbase client, selecting the Spreadsheet Add-in option. 

In the Windows Registry, Essbase creates the following key for Spreadsheet Add-in: 

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Office\Excel\Addins\Hyperion.EssbaseAddin 
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2. Launch Excel. 

Excel uses the ExcelAddin.dll file to register Spreadsheet Add-in. 

Select the Tools menu and then select Add-ins to see the following add-ins in the list: 

  “Oracle Essbase OLAP Server DLL” 

  “Oracle Essbase Query Designer Addin” 

3. Exit Excel. 

4. In the Windows Registry, delete the Spreadsheet Add-in key created in step 1: 

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Office\Excel\Addins\Hyperion.EssbaseAddin 

When you launch Excel again, ExcelAddin.dll is no longer loaded, therefore, avoiding the conflict 
with Oracle Financial Analyzer.  
[7111076, 7192014] 

ASO. Performance is relatively slow when retrieving data from an ASO application on Solaris 64-bit 
computers as compared to Solaris 32-bit computers. [7143766] 

Aggregate Storage. In Spreadsheet Add-in, some members are not displaying in the Member 
Selection dialog box. For example, when searching for members, you may expect to see three 
members, but only one displays.  

Workaround: If you experience this situation, you can compact the problem outlines by using the 
ESSCMDQ utility. Download the ESSCMDQ utility from the Oracle Technology Network: 

http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/bi/esscmdq_sampleapps.html  

Also, download the documentation file, “Aggregate Storage Outline Compaction Using ESSCMDQ” 
(aso_compact_outline.pdf). This document describes how to save a compacted outline for an 
aggregate storage database. Follow the instructions in this document to create the scripts for writing a 
compacted outline to the file system, and then writing a compacted outline to an application.  
[7176389] 

Data mining. In Shared Services mode, if you do not specify a password for Essbase in 
Administration Services User Properties, when you run data mining tasks through the Data Mining 
wizard, error messages are displayed. If you specify a password for Essbase Server and restart 
Administration Services Console, the mining tasks run successfully. [7246904] 

Uninstallation. The “Uninstall Previous Release” option does not always properly uninstall Essbase 
Server. [7314535, 7338612, 7596007] 

Recommendation: After each successful installation or migration, make a backup copy of the 
following files: 

vpd.properties: Records all components that are installed and modified 
.hyperion.your_machine_name: Specifies the HYPERION_HOME location (UNIX platforms only) 

If these files are accidentally modified by a non-Hyperion installer, all the future installations, 
migrations and uninstallations will fail. Therefore, Oracle recommends backing up these files after 
every successful installation and migration. In the case of an uninstall failure, you may restore your 
latest saved copy of  vpd.properties and .hyperion.your_machine_name and try the uninstallation 

http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/bi/esscmdq_sampleapps.html
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again. However, this may not guarantee a successful uninstallation due to a limitation in a third-party 
tool used by the Hyperion installer.  

Alternatively, you can delete the AnalyticServices folder after backing up your Essbase data files, 
such as the security file and essbase.cfg, and begin a new installation. 

Data extraction. In Excel, data retrievals that use dynamic calculations return inconsistent results. 
[7330914] 

MDX. Large queries that contain clean-up functions perform relatively slowly on Solaris 64-bit 
computers as compared to Solaris 32-bit computers. [7352358] 

Partitioning. Using substitution variables in replicated partition mappings incorrectly prevents data 
from replicating. [7418041] 

Attributes. When attributes are retrieved from a BSO application/database, values for shared 
members do not roll up correctly. [7434971] 

Spreadsheet client. Visual Explorer connection time to remote Essbase servers is very slow because 
of the necessity of reading the metadata across networks. [7445394] 

MaxL. MaxL (essmsh) release 9.3.1 64-bit (Xeon/Opteron version) terminates abnormally when data 
is loaded using an Excel worksheet which contains a formula. [7458319] 

Metadata. Incremental restructuring does not work on all outlines. [7482771, 7534638] 

User and Group Names. In Essbase, user and group names must be unique, regardless of whether 
Essbase is in native security mode or Hyperion Shared Services mode. If using Hyperion Shared 
Services mode, the user and group names must be unique regardless of whether the names are within 
the same user directory provider or in different user directory providers. For example, Essbase does 
not support having a user and a group with the same name within the same OpenLDAP provider. 
Similarly, Essbase does not support having a user named user1 in an OpenLDAP provider and a user 
named user1 in an MSAD provider. [7497485] 

64-bit AIX. If you encounter exceptions (for example, “Unable to Allocate Aligned Memory for  
[pTct->pTctFXBuffer] in [adTmgAllocateFXBuffer]") when starting an Essbase application running on 
64-bit AIX, check the suggested user limits that are documented in the Hyperion Essbase – System 9 
Release 9.3.1 Installation Guide. [7527787] 

Calculator. Complex calculations using a XREF sometimes fail with connection errors. [7568310] 
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Defects Fixed in this Release 

The following defects are fixed in Essbase release 9.3.1.3. The defect number follows the description of 
the defect. 

Data Extraction. The subset Expression Containing Description does not work with wild cards, 
causing blank reports to be generated. [6578246, 7434624, 8-621377261,] 

Data Extraction. The subset Expression Containing Description does not work with ID. 
[6578246, 7451610, 8-621377261] 
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Spreadsheet Add-in. A non-administrative Citrix MetaFrame XP user connecting to Hyperion® 
Essbase® — System 9 Spreadsheet Add-in for Excel for a second or subsequent time encounters the 
following error message: 

Pipe: Thread: Controller() CreateNamedPipe() failed with code 5 

You can ignore this error message and continue using Spreadsheet Add-in. [6585003, 8-658460194] 

MDX. Retrieval results differ if Accounts is included in the retrieval. This has to do with MDX formula 
optimization. Setting FormulaOptLevel 2 in essbase.cfg returns the correct results. [6591350, 
7019432, (8-650088703)] 

Partitioning. Synchronizing outlines that contain shared members in a partitioned dimension causes 
the Essbase database to terminate abnormally. Changes are not applied to the target database.  
[6628708, 7455219,] 

Agent. In some cases, creating or replacing a filter using the definition-only option corrupts the filter if 
the agent is terminated abnormally. When the Agent is restarted and the filter is accessed, the Agent 
terminates abnormally. [6632356, 6805297] 

Server Administration. If you define more than one volume to span the PAG and IND files on a 
database that is linked to a currency database, when you stop and start the application, the application 
terminates abnormally. [6661605, 7417042,] 

Spreadsheet client. When an Excel spreadsheet has duplicate members and the spreadsheet is 
closed using the Exit “X”, the spreadsheet data is corrupted. [6676867, 6805075] 

Spreadsheet Add-in. Saving and closing a worksheet that contains macros in Excel causes the error: 
NULL IDispatch passed to Autowrap (). [6762646, 6942225] 

Spreadsheet client. When you select Query Designer in Essbase Spreadsheet Add-in Release 9.3.1, 
Excel terminates abnormally on Microsoft Vista and Office 2007. [6775410, 7462098, 7521267, 
7565976] 

ASO. Performing a dimension build against a large aggregate storage dimension sometimes causes a 
memory allocation error, subsequently causing Essbase to terminate abnormally. [6789872] 

ASO. Saving an aggregate storage outline containing non-English characters to an existing ASO 
database in the Administration Services console sometimes causes the Administration Services Server 
to terminate abnormally. [6798404, 6837872] 

Aggregate Storage. Saving outlines with a large number of query hints caused the Administration 
Services Console to terminate abnormally. [6872325, 6908780] 

Spreadsheet Add-in. Essbase Server terminates abnormally when you right double-click a text cell 
that contains more than 256 characters. [6877083, 6904100] 

Security. Passwords used for dimension builds are not encrypted in the MaxL essmsh command. 
[6890079, 7191319] 

Data Extraction.  Retrieval on queries with time balance members terminates the aggregate storage 
server abnormally when Time dimension is the last dimension before attribute dimensions. [6890401] 

API. The EsbGetDatabaseInfo() function was returning incorrect database status information. 
[6909006] 
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ASO. The aggregate storage server terminates abnormally while retrieving data for an Excel query 
against time-balance members. [6909871, 6912481, 6912488] 

Data Extraction. In aggregate storage, retrievals for calculated members with large numbers of rows 
result in data missing from reports. [6918558, 7019439] 

Data Load. Running data loads on Essbase 64-bit platforms in Release 9.3.1 sometimes resulted in 
degraded performance times in comparison with Release 7.1.6.6. [6953069, 7013447] 

Data Export. Data Export does not support batch loads into a relational database. The workaround is 
to use a flat file to export data into the relational database. [6957154, 6970072,]  

Spreadsheet Add-in. When an Excel spreadsheet contains multiple generation or level-based 
members per retrieval, the Essbase application terminates abnormally. [6965944] 

Data Extraction. When running Essbase on a 64-bit platform, a Spreadsheet Add-in retrieval from an 
aggregate storage database consumed all available memory on the server machine. [6972778] 

Data Extraction. Extracting data from dynamic calc members using the sparse data extraction 
method (using the <SPARSE command in a report script), might result in incorrect results for the 
dynamic calc members or in a blank report. [6991732, 7278583]  

Calculation. During calculations, application intermittently terminates abnormally. The following 
issues were fixed: 

  An issue with block storage kernel concurrency 

  An issue with the thread exit passing local stack address to pthread_exit  

[7013365, 7447407] 

ASO. Performing a data query against the same aggregate storage database from two different Excel 
sessions generates different results. [7013833, 7019414] 

ASO. The aggregate storage server terminates abnormally while retrieving data for an Excel query 
when the query consists of a formula member that uses AGGREGATE function on a Time-Balance 
measure. [7013843, 7019420] 

Spreadsheet Add-in. In some cases, the application terminates abnormally when the spreadsheet 
contains an attribute dimension. [7029095, 7219508] 

Spreadsheet Add-in. Running Essbase Spreadsheet Add-in for Excel on Windows XP SP3 causes 
Excel to terminate abnormally. [7035861] 

Aggregate Storage. When the last stored member in generation 1 has an attribute association, 
retrieving ancestors of the associated attribute member may cause the Essbase application to 
terminate abnormally. [7036552] 

Security. Users with leading special characters cannot be provisioned properly, causing Essbase 
applications to remain inaccessible to them. [7039385, 7455254] 

Aggregate Storage. Wrong column calculations on an asymmetric report for ASO filtered access 
conditions cause Essbase applications to terminate abnormally. [7040384, 7219515] 

Hybrid Analysis. When an Essbase cube is Hybrid-Analysis enabled, loading the cube to a 64-bit 
Windows-based platform causes the Essbase applications to terminate abnormally with errors. 
[7044913] 
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Metadata. Shared member aliases are not displaying correctly in outline view mode. [7113917] 

CALC. When running the DATAEXPORT via a calc script, if DATAEXPORTDYNAMICCALC = OFF, a new 
column with the heading “#MI” (MISSING) is added to the flat file. [7117003] 

Spreadsheet Add-in. In the Login dialog box, Essbase was not storing non-default port information. 
If Essbase was listening on a non-default port, that information was not being saved after having 
previously connected successfully. Upon subsequent logins, it was necessary to re-enter the non-
default server and port numbers; it was not saved in the Server drop-down list. Additionally, after a 
successful connection on one sheet, re-connection was necessary after switching to another sheet 
when a non-default port was used. [7118611, 7298976] 

Spreadsheet Add-in.  When querying an aggregate storage database in Spreadsheet Add-in, if a 
query contains an attribute member, the application terminates abnormally. [7121182] 

Calculation. Formulas executed out of sequence return incorrect values. [7158413, 7268175,]  

ASO. Aggregate storage outlines cannot be created if there are shared members in the Time 
dimension. [7173996, 7219806,] 

Data Extraction. Essbase applications terminate abnormally when a report script contains a 
DIMBOTTOM command on a member that has all level-0 descendant members as shared members.  
[7194523] 

Security. Users are not de-provisioned properly, causing Essbase applications to remain accessible to 
them. [7197541] 

Partition. Under certain conditions, refreshing a replicated partition takes a very long time because of 
the large number of data blocks that exist. In this case, Essbase Server is not hung, even though it 
might appear to be. [7226746, 7414271] 

HVE. Hyperion Visual Explorer (HVE) is not supported in multi-user environments (such as Citrix 
MetaFrame XP), in which a single installation of an application can be accessed by multiple users. 
Workaround: Use HVE with Hyperion® Smart View for Office, instead of with Essbase Spreadsheet 
Add-in. [7227514] 

Aggregate Storage/Visual Explorer. An error occurred when opening a saved workbook (.twb file) 
in Hyperion Visual Explorer when the data source was an aggregate storage database. [7235277, 
7313623] 

Calculation. Executing the @PARENTVAL command on a dense dimension causes the database to 
terminate abnormally. [7245595, 7341019] 

MDX. Hyperion Provider Services terminates abnormally while executing an MDX query generated by 
Hyperion Essbase Visual Explorer. [7250098, 7300937] 

Spreadsheet Add-in, Smart View. Retrieve (or Refresh) fails on certain intersections when the 
outline consists of a large Measure dimension hierarchy. [7250503]                 

Partition. A block storage application with a transparent partition to an aggregate storage target 
application terminates abnormally when drilling down to level-0 members. [7270550, 7341044, 
7341048] 

Data Export. When the EXPORT command is run against an Essbase outline that is composed entirely 
of dynamic calc members, the application hangs and the export function fails. [7279247] 
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Essbase Server. Users logged into an ESSBASE application are not logged off if the application shuts 
down abnormally. [7287562] 

Data Extraction. Attribute calculations may return incorrect results on a two-pass calculation member 
if the member in the formula is not included in the attribute query. [7293025] 

Java API. The Java API files installed with Analytic Services (AnalyticServices\JavaAPI) were not in 
sync with the Java API files installed with Analytic Provider Services 
(AnalyticProviderServices\lib). [7298363] 

Smart View client. Totals do no show up correctly in Visual Explorer. [7313398, 7514650, 7517852] 

Calculation. If a Dynamic Calc member has a formula containing a cross-reference to another 
database, changing the order of months and years causes incorrect results. [7319366] 

MaxL. Filter access granted to a user fails to provide the appropriate access when the database is in 
Shared Services security mode. [7332718, 7426171] 

Agent. Unable to synchronize Shared Services group security with Essbase due to token timeout 
issue. [7339400, 7385229]  

Server Administration. If a hostname is longer than 30 characters, creating a new application will 
succeed; however, creating a new database may cause Essbase to terminate abnormally. [7342573]   

Calculation. The DATAEXPORT calculation command may return incorrect results when a dense 
dynamic calc member is selected to be exported from a sparse dynamic calc block. [7345031, 
7355015] 

Calcs. Calculations on a database do not return values because Calc is unable to create the block 
[7356930] 

Calculation. Unable to successfully run a calculation script in which the EXCLUDE calculation 
command references shared members. [7358669, 7376914] 

Data Extraction. For aggregate storage databases, creating a report that does not have at least one 
column causes the database to terminate abnormally, if the user running the report has filtered access 
(data filter is set for the user). [7364327, 7380455]  

ASO. Scripts that rename ASO databases containing Essbase Integration Services (EIS) data cause the 
Essbase applications to terminate abnormally. [7390924] 

MDX. Execution of an MDX script containing + or – operators causes an application failure when 
executed by a user with filtered access to the application. [7403336, 7420692] 

Essbase Agent. An optimization to ensure that logins do not block applications takes an excessive 
amount of time to start up. [7411505] 

Formulas. Use of an aggregate function in a Y-T-D formula causes Essbase to terminate abnormally.  
[7434008, 7524780] 

Server Administration. Using the Suppress Missing Block option on Hyperion Planning – System 9 
forms along with Clear Block or Copy Data Block calculations may lead to database corruption and 
abnormal termination of Essbase server. [7439524, 7458246, 7458250, 7461239] 

Metadata. Unexpected database restructuring occurs when a dynamic calc member is added to a 
dense dimension. [7444075] 
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ASO. The query governor does not stop a query when two queries are run simultaneously, causing 
memory leaks and the Essbase Agent to abnormally terminate. [7451985, 7524783] 

Data Export. Running calcs using MaxL and then running data export operations while in Begin 
Archive mode causes the error 1013231, “Unable to update database while in read-only mode for 
backup.” [7454674] 

Shared Services Security. Refreshing security between Shared Services and Essbase may fail when 
a large number of users belong to a large number of groups. In general, the problem occurs when the 
number of combinations of users and groups exceeds 32,000. (For example, 700 users * 100 groups 
per user = 70,000 user/group combinations.) [7530514] 

Data Export. Using a calc script to perform data export operations against members of a sparse 
dimension causes incorrect data to be exported. [7538188] 
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Documentation Updates 

DATAEXPORTNONEXISTINGBLOCKS ON | OFF Calculation Command 

The DATAEXPORT command enables calculation scripts to export data in binary or text, or directly to a 
relational database. In developing a calculation script that exports a subset of data, you use the SET 
DATAEXPORTOPTIONS command to define options for export content, format, and process.  

Used as part of the SET DATAEXPORTOPTIONS command, the DataExportNonExistingBlocks ON | OFF 
command specifies whether to export data from all possible data blocks. For large outlines with a large 
number of members in sparse dimensions, the number of potential data blocks can be very high. 
Exporting Dynamic Calc members from all possible blocks can significantly impact performance. 

DataExportNonExistingBlocks ON | OFF 

ON—Data from all possible data blocks, including all combinations in sparse dimensions, are exported. 

OFF—(Default) Only data from existing data blocks is exported. 

[7170196] 

MAX_SIZE_PER_FETCH Configuration Setting 

Specifies the maximum size of the grid after grid expansion. 

If, after grid expansion, the size of the grid is greater than the maximum size specified, grid expansion 
will not occur for the query, which might result in a slight degradation of performance. 

When using MAX_SIZE_PER_FETCH, GRIDEXPANSION must be set to ON. 

MAX_SIZE_PER_FETCH applies to block storage databases. 

Note: For databases that are the target of a transparent partition, Oracle recommends a smaller 
maximum grid size to retain the advantages of grid expansion. 

Syntax: 

MAX_SIZE_PER_FETCH [appname [dbname]] n 
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The default value is 102400000 cells. 

Example: 

MAX_SIZE_PER_FETCH Sample Basic 75000000 

Limits the grid to 75 million cells after grid expansion for each query to the Basic database associated 
with the Sample application. 

 [7138568, 7230558] 

Time Balance Properties 

Essbase Outline Editor verifies that time balance properties are applied only to Time dimensions that 
are stored. [7159709] 

SET MSG Calculation Command, Warns Parameter 

The SET MSG calculation command topic in the Oracle Essbase Technical Reference includes references 
to the WARNS parameter. The WARNS parameter is obsolete. Use the SET MSG ERROR command. 
[7138584] 
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Release 9.3.1.2 Readme 

This document includes important, late-breaking information about this release of Oracle’s Hyperion® 
Essbase® – System 9. Review this information thoroughly before installing Essbase. 
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Installation Updates 

The section includes important information about installing this release of Essbase. 

Installing Essbase 

To install Essbase, run the installation programs provided in this release.  

For information on running Essbase installation programs, see the Hyperion Essbase – System 9 
Release 9.3.1 Installation Guide for the platform you are using. 

Installing in Directories with Names that Contain Spaces 

On Windows systems, Hyperion recommends that you install Oracle’s Hyperion products in directories 
with names that do not contain spaces. If, however, your company policy requires that you install a 
Hyperion product in a directory whose name includes spaces, such as C:\Program Files, you must 
use the short name (or 8.3 alias) for all references to the installation directory. For Essbase and 
Essbase® Administration Services, this includes directory references in these environment variables: 

  ARBORPATH 

  HYPERION_HOME 

  EAS_HOME 
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The short name consists of the first six characters of the directory name, followed by a tilde (~), and a 
unique, incrementing number. On Windows, you can view directory short names by entering dir /x 
at the command line: 

For example, if you installed Essbase in C:\Program Files\Hyperion\AnalyticServices, the short 
name for the ARBORPATH variable might be: 

C:\Progra~1\Hyperion\AnalyticServices 

Supported Upgrade Paths 

If you are upgrading from a previous release of Essbase, these are the supported upgrade paths:  

  9.2.0.3 to 9.3.1.2 

Note: Upgrading from 9.2 releases earlier than 9.2.0.3 will be supported in an upcoming service pack. 

  9.3.0.x to 9.3.1.2 

If you are using a release earlier than 9.2.0.3, you must first upgrade to one of the versions noted 
above, and then upgrade to 9.3.1.2. See the product installation guides for upgrade procedures for the 
products you are using. 
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Known Issues  

Every effort has been made to ensure that Essbase performs without problems; however, the issues 
listed in this section remain active for this release. 

Registration. When managing Shared Services models and naming applications, you cannot use the 
forward slash (/), backslash (\), or double quotation (") characters. All other alphanumeric and special 
characters can be used in application names. [6564655 (8-514151218)] 

Internationalization. The JISX0213 Japanese character set, which replaces the JISX0208 and 
JISX0212 Japanese character sets, is supported on Windows Vista. The Essbase family of products, 
however, does not support the JISX0213 Japanese character set. [6576813 (8-563756229)] 

ASO. ASO outline does not get compacted completely in Essbase Administration Services and MaxL. 
[6586734 (8-640716191)] 

API. EsbLROPurgeObjects does not remove linked objects. The workaround is to use ESSCMD 
PURGELINKEDOBJECTS. [6589153 (8-651484045)] 

MDX. MDX Ancestor function does not return values for parent values. The workaround is to set 
FormulaOptLevel 2 in essbase.cfg and change implied share members in the Sales dimension to 
Never Share. [6589172 (8-651528329)] 

MDX. When using MDX, the Parent function does not populate the parent value to all necessary 
members. The workaround is to set an internal configuration option (FormulaOptLevel 2) to turn off 
optimization (microcube) [6589847 (8-648458764)] 

Essbase Administration Services. When creating a load rule file, you cannot create joins of more 
than four fields. [6590219 (8-660297108)] 

Agent. The Essbase Agent terminates abnormally when you select Security > Groups > Display 
groups in the Essbase Administration Services Console if you have created a native group whose name 
matches a group in the external provider. [6591937 (8-659366062)] 
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Installation. Upgrading to release 9.3.1.2 erroneously changes JvmModuleLocation in essbase.cfg 
on all 64-bit platforms; for example, on AMD:

; JvmModuleLocation 
Hyperion_Home\common\JRE-AMD64-AMD64\Sun\1.5.0\bin\server\jvm.dll  

The correct entry for AMD is: 

; JvmModuleLocation 
Hyperion_Home\common\JRE-AMD64\Sun\1.5.0\bin\server\jvm.dll 

[6862057]

Top of Document

Defects Fixed in this Release 

MDX. Retrieve operations return incorrect results when only one member is present in the query. 
[6651002] 

MDX. Formulas that use SUM to add values of another formula return incorrect values. [6671760] 

MDX. MDX script returns no value even if there is data in the database. [6689458] 

Metadata Security. When logging in from Web Analysis or Smart View, query performance can be 
slow if metadata filters are enabled. (Note: Users with database administrator or lower privileges, 
who are active on the database during restructuring, are logged out. This could include the user who 
initiated the restructuring if that user was a database administrator.) [6753918] 

ASO. When migrating from release 7.x to release 9.3.1, queries containing formulas with large 
numbers of cross-reference members are returning missing values. [6755617] 

Data Extraction. Spreadsheet Add-in for Excel returns erroneous data on first retrieve; a second 
retrieve is required. To fix this problem, in the configuration file, set ssfixinvalidrows to TRUE 
(default setting is FALSE). [6792756] 

MDX. Incorrect results are returned when a query contains formulas that are dependent on a time 
balance measure and only one quarter member. When all quarters are queried together, correct 
results are returned. [6795500] 

Spreadsheet Client. When using duplicate members, closing Excel using the window Close button 
corrupts the sheet. [6795515] 

Spreadsheet Client. In Spreadsheet Add-in for Excel, zoom in does not work. [6795518] 

ASO. Restructuring outlines in ASO database takes a takes a long time to complete. [6795530] 

MDX. A time-balance average formula on first and last time-balance measures returns incorrect 
results. [6795534] 

Hybrid Analysis. In DB2, date/time columns are not handled correctly. [6796654] 

Data Extraction. Application terminates when querying members with metaread defined. [6802147] 

Kernel MaxL. Application terminates during dimbuild on Windows 2003 64-bit computer. [6802155] 
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Agent. A corrupt filter in the security file causes the Essbase agent to terminate abnormally. 
[6805293] 

ASO Spreadsheet Extractor. When a time balance measure is queried along with another measure 
that has cross-dimensional references to time dimension members, missing values are retrieved for 
the time balance measure. [6810771] 

ASO. Restructuring fails for large outlines and data. [6817779] 

Server Administration. Group members cannot execute calculation scripts even though the correct 
access privileges are assigned to the group. [6830284] 

ASO. If sibling members are present on one spreadsheet, incorrect results are returned when 
measures are calculated using the TBFirst and Flow tags. [6830290] 

Spreadsheet Client. When closing multiple instances of Excel while using Essbase Spreadsheet Add-
In 6.5.x and Essbase 9.2.0.2, the last Excel process does not end (in Windows Task Manager). 
[6830302] 

Data Extraction. An Accounts member with an MDX formula returns #Missing values in the 
spreadsheet if the Advanced Interpretation option is selected; however, if the FreeForm option is 
selected, data is returned. [6830304] 

Server Administration. In databases that contain duplicate members, restructuring sparse 
dimensions causes data loss. [6830307] 

Spreadsheet Client. Application terminates when retrieving from a spreadsheet that contains 
comments with a large number of characters. [6830309] 

Agent Security. When starting Essbase for the first time after upgrading from Release 9.2.0.3 to 
Release 9.3.1.x, an error is encountered if Shared Services is not running but OpenLDAP is running. 
[6830462] 

CSS Security. When upgrading, these error messages are received: 

Analytical Services global application does not exist at Shared Services. 
Fatal Error: Unexpected Condition detected at Shared Services, please check Essbase.log  
 
[6830472] 

ASO Data Load. Loading data to a primary slice in Oracle’s Hyperion® Essbase® – System 9 release 
9.3.1 is twice as slow as in release 9.2.0.3. [6830476] 

ASO Spreadsheet Extractor. Server terminates while doing parallel extractions with formula 
members. [6831912] 

CSS Security. Refreshing security from Shared Services using Essbase Administration Services 
removes Essbase application access for groups. [6886886] 

Crash Recovery. Assertion failure in indavl.c when running multiple calculations on a database. 
[6903139] 

ASO Kernel. Essbase Server terminates when ASO queries contain incremental slices. [6903425] 

Spreadsheet Client. Essbase application server terminates when a text cell is double-clicked. 
[6904097] 

Top of Document



Documentation Updates 

Downloading Product Documentation 

You can download the most recent version of all product documentation from the Documentation area 
of the Oracle Technical Network (OTN) Web site: http://www.oracle.com/technology/index.html  

Documentation is also available from the Oracle E-Delivery Web site: 
http://edelivery.oracle.com/EPD/WelcomePage/get_form. Please note that individual product guides 
are available for download on the OTN Web site only. 

ESS_DBSTATS_T Structure, NonExclusiveLockCount Field 

In the ESS_DBSTATS_T structure, the NonExclusiveLockCount and ExclusiveLockCount fields are no 
longer valid. References to these fields in the Essbase API Reference should be ignored. [6923736] 

The following fields were added to the ESS_DBSTATS_T structure: 

• AverageFragmentationQuotient: 

Data Type: ESS_DOUBLE_T 

Description: Percentage of space within the data file that is free space or not used by Essbase. 

• BytesOfRecoverableFreeSpace: 

Data Type: ESS_DOUBLE_T 

Description: Estimated bytes of recoverable free space. -1, if free space recovery is not necessary. 

NO_HOSTNAME_LISTCONNECT Configuration Setting 

When using the display session MaxL statement to view active login sessions, specifies whether to 
convert the IP address of the client computers that are logged into Essbase to the computer’s 
hostname.  

When set to TRUE, IP addresses are not converted to hostnames, which improves the performance of 
the display session MaxL statement. [7314737] 

  Top of Document
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